Bio-engineering creates new peptide-based
materials using bacteria
An innovative biological approach to
manufacturing a class of molecules
known as peptides is allowing a
Bristol spin-out company to produce
entirely new bio-based materials.

Zentraxa1 was founded in 2017 by
researchers from BrisSynBio2, the University
of Bristol’s Synthetic Biology Research
Centre, and is using bio-engineering to
produce peptides from bacteria, overcoming
the limitations of chemical manufacturing
methods.
The company is using the technology to
produce novel peptide-based materials, such
as adhesives, with potential medical and
defence applications.
The new biological system is greener,
more efficient, and enables the company
to produce new peptides that cannot be
manufactured by other means. This is
allowing them to establish a new niche in the
synthetic peptides market, which is projected
to be worth more than $425 million by 20233.
Peptides are biological molecules which
every living thing relies on to function, and are
made of amino acid building blocks. Peptides
can be manufactured synthetically, and their
chemical diversity makes them useful in
numerous contexts such as pharmaceuticals,
vaccines and enzymes in industrial
processes4.
“The big area that we’re particularly interested
in is around peptide-based materials
– effectively using this bio-platform to
manufacture new and interesting materials,”
says co-founder of Zentraxa Dr Paul Race.

Dr Martin Challand, Chief Technology Officer at Zentraxa,
demonstrates the glass-laminating abilities of a new
transparent adhesive created using Zentide.
Image: Zentraxa Ltd.

The need for an improved technique
The go-to approach for building peptides is
called solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS),
in which amino acids are chemically fused
together. However, SPPS can only produce
peptides of limited length and complexity,

meaning some peptides are difficult or
impossible to produce via this method.
SPPS is also time-consuming, expensive
and generates toxic waste products. “It’s a
mature, fairly effective technique but it’s got
certain limitations. We wanted to develop
a technology that would circumvent those
problems, something that leveraged the
power of biology to make peptides at scale,
irrespective of their amino acid sequence,”
says Dr Race.
The team used BBSRC and Innovate UK
funding totalling £208k from an Industrial
Biotechnology Catalyst grant5,6 to develop
a synthetic biology approach to peptide
production. This initial investment supported
the creation of Zentide, a new technology
that allows researchers to insert the genetic
sequence for a required peptide into bacterial
DNA, enabling the bacteria to produce the
new peptide just like one of its own.
“We can produce any peptide of any length
and any sequence with high fidelity, which is
not possible with SPPS,” says co-founder and
Chairman of the Technical Advisory Group
Dr Steve Burston. It is also easier to increase
yield using Zentide, and the system can
build previously difficult peptides, all while
releasing around 98% less environmentallydamaging waste5. “It circumvents the
requirement for synthetic organic chemistry
and that means we avoid generating huge
quantities of organic solvent waste or toxic
waste products, so there’s a real green,
environmental benefit to it,” says Dr Race.
Exploring a new market for peptides
“One of our key selling points is that we’ll
eventually be able to produce larger quantities
than anyone’s been able to manage before,
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Synthetic Biology Research Centre, using
Industrial Biotechnology Catalyst funding
from BBSRC and Innovate UK. Early
products included an adhesive peptide
for the Defence Science and Technology
Laboratory, and the team are now creating
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healthcare.
Further BBSRC funding supported
commercialisation of the technology,
leading to the establishment of spin-out
company Zentraxa in 2017. Zentraxa have
since secured a total of £500,000 private
investment.

and also at lower cost, meaning that there’ll
be new markets for peptides,” explains
Dr Martin Challand, co-founder and Chief
Technical Officer at Zentraxa.

The team took inspiration for their peptide-based adhesives
from marine mussels’ ability to cling to intertidal rocks.
Image: Andreas Trepte.

Synthetic Biology Research
Centres
BrisSynBio is one of six multidisciplinary
Synthetic Biology Research Centres
(SBRCs) established in 2014, co-funded
by a £70.5 million investment from the
UK government and BBSRC, EPSRC and
MRC. The SBRCs aim to boost the UK’s
synthetic biology research capacity and
encourage innovation in the synthetic
biology field.

After seeing positive results in the lab,
the team considered Zentide’s potential
applications. They drew inspiration from
marine mussels’ ability to produce sticky
proteins to adhere themselves to rocks,
and explored the potential to recreate that
biological adhesion in industry. Dr Challand
says, “We developed a portfolio of our
own novel peptides inspired by the marine
mussel protein, but which perform better as
adhesives in real-world applications. These
peptides would have been very challenging
to synthesise using any other technique
or technology. So we’re now looking for
specific market opportunities where these
peptides can offer improvements to adhesion
not achievable with traditional adhesive
components.”
One of the first projects to demonstrate
Zentide’s potential was the creation of a novel
transparent, waterproof adhesive for the
Defence Science and Technology Laboratory
(Dstl) to use in defence applications. But
Dr Race says “It’s not just about producing a
tube of glue, we can also incorporate these
sticky peptides into other preparations.” The
team are exploring other possibilities such
as surgical and dressing adhesives for use
in healthcare. The wider applications for the
peptide-based adhesives include coatings,
inks and sealants.
Thanks to successful preliminary contracts,
such as the one with Dstl, the team entered

the multi-million pound peptides market to
commercialise the technology and develop it
to its full potential. Further BBSRC funding in
the form of an Impact Acceleration Account7
and a £12,000 Follow-on Fund Pathfinder
grant8 allowed them to employ a business
consultant and develop a business plan,
supporting the commercialisation of Zentide
and the establishment of spin-out company
Zentraxa in 2017.

through the facility’s local investor network.
Other investors include Bristol Private Equity
Club and the UK Innovation and Science Seed
Fund (UKI2S), with investments totalling
£500,000. This will allow them to expand their
employee base, secure more contracts and
refine the technology.

“The fundamental research was funded by
BBSRC, so without that there would be no
Zentide, no Zentraxa,” says Dr Challand.
“Without that BBSRC investment, this wouldn’t
have happened,” adds Dr Race.
Finding investment
Dr Challand, who helped develop Zentide
as a postdoctoral researcher, is now Chief
Technology Officer at Zentraxa. His move was
supported by a BBSRC Flexible Talent Mobility
Account (FTMA)9 awarded to the University
of Bristol. This financed an initial five-month
secondment at Zentraxa, during which Martin
worked on Zentraxa’s business development
and securing private investment.
“The FTMA gave me time to really focus on
Zentraxa, get into the role of Chief Technology
Officer, and focus on the business
development,” says Dr Challand. “Doing that
has been really critical to give me that chance
to develop new skills and a new network in
a commercial centre, and that’s meant that
we’ve been able to secure investment into
Zentraxa.”
Zentraxa now operate from Bristol-based
incubator Unit DX10, and have secured support
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